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The billable hour is dead. 

Long live the billable hour
Paul Fruitman

O nce upon a time, before the 1960s, lawyers did not bill 
by the hour. They did not count time in six-minute inter-
vals. They did not even keep docket sheets. 

Advocates of the day employed various means of charging for 
their services, but the most common were prescribed tariffs and 
“value billing.” The latter allowed the advocate to make a subjec-
tive determination of the value of the service provided, taking 
into account various factors, including work done, market rates, 
client outcome and client means.1

The rise of the billable hour has been linked to deregulation, 
client demands for transparency and a demystification of the 
lawyer’s role in society.2 But the historical review below shows 
that, more than anything else, what drove the billable hour was 
a desire for greater incomes. Lawyers first began tracking their 
time, then using it as the measurement of their worth, and then 
leveraging the time of junior lawyers in the same way. 

The resulting profits did not come without costs. A recent arti-
cle in the Atlantic summarized the frequent criticisms of the bill-
able hour: “inefficient, needlessly punitive and subject to abuse”; 
and “a living hell” for lawyers.3 The Atlantic joined a chorus pre-
dicting and celebrating the billable hour’s pending extinction. 

Whether rumours of the billable hour’s demise are exaggerated, it 
is losing traction as cost certainty has replaced transparency as the 
client’s chief demand. Alternative fee arrangements (AFAs) may in 
fact fix at least some of the billable hour’s client-side problems. 

But we will still need to measure our own productivity, in part to 
know whether the block fees and capped fees we offer make sense 
for our own bottom lines. We will do so by tracking our hours. What 
else are we to measure? A lawyer’s stock in trade – as Abraham Lin-
coln said – is advice and time. Advice, like pre-1960s value billing, is 
a subjective concept that does not lend itself to quantification. Time 
is (at least superficially) objective and easy to measure. 

The billable hour was not an invention unique to the legal practice. It 
was part of a broader societal trend toward efficiency and management 
of the means of production. That trend shows no signs of abating.

B irth of the billable hour 
The origins of the billable hour can be traced to the be-
ginning of the 20th century and a lawyer named Regi-

nald Heber Smith. Smith was a Harvard graduate hired to head 
Boston Legal Aid in 1914.4 He incorporated the concepts of Tay-
lorism into the legal profession. 

Taylorism is named after Frederick Winslow Taylor, an American 
mechanical engineer whose theory of “scientific management” 
focused on efficiency in the use of labour in manufacturing.5 Smith 
used Taylorism to better serve his legal aid clients who could 
not afford the opaque billing practices of private counsel. Smith 

measured his efficiency with time sheets that broke down each 
hour into 10 six-minute units.6

T he billable hour beats regulation 
It took decades for private law firms to adopt the billable 
hour. In Smith’s time, the idea of time-billing was anathe-

ma to both the profession and the courts. A 1911 decision of the On-
tario Supreme Court summarized the prevailing mood as follows: 

When a solicitor is employed to adjust a matter of difficulty, 
nothing more injurious to the client could be suggested than 
that the solicitor’s remuneration must depend upon the length of 
time taken and the number of interviews had. One may grasp a 
situation with great rapidity, and his skill and experience may 
lead to its satisfactory solution in a way that after the event 
appears easy. Another, lacking the necessary skill and expe-
rience, may plod away at great length and in the end fail to 
reach as satisfactory a result, but an itemised bill would give 
him greater remuneration.7
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Lawyers in Canada and the United States instead used five dif-
ferent methods for quantifying their services: fixed fee arrange-
ments, monthly or yearly retainers, percentage fees, and the value 
billing and tariffs referred to above.

Through most of the 20th century, provincial and state law 
societies and bar associations set tariff fees for typical tasks, 
including wills, liens, leases, agreements and even correspon-
dence. Lawyers were urged to use these tariffs, where applicable, 
and threatened with professional discipline if they undercut the 
tariffs to attract business.8

By the late 1950s, however, there was a growing feeling among 
lawyers that they were underpaid, at least when compared with 
other professionals.9 In 1958, the American Bar Association pub-
lished a pamphlet entitled The 1958 Lawyer and His 1938 Dollar, 
which excoriated lawyers as poor businessmen and poor record 
keepers. The ABA recommended lawyers diligently record their 
time to maximize income:

There are only approximately 1300 fee-earning hours per 
year unless the lawyer works overtime. Many of the 8 hours 

per day available for office work are consumed in personal, 
civic, bar, religious and political activities, general office 
administration and other non-remunerative matters…[so] 
chargeable time will average 5 hours per day [for 260 days 
per year].10

Provincial law societies in Canada also extolled the virtues of 
proper time-keeping.11

Initially, lawyers recorded their time only to measure productivity. 
However, use of the timesheet as the means of setting fees became 
widespread as value billing was being questioned for its lack of 
transparency,12 tariffs were being challenged as anti-competitive13 
and law firms were increasing in size. The billable hour became 
an indispensable tool in assessing the performance of a large 
number of associates.14

T he new standard
The billable hour’s ubiquity came with increasing expec-
tations on the number of hours lawyers were expected to 

bill and the amount charged for each of them. Neither our time 
nor our advice is scalable.15 The only way to increase income is to 
work more and charge more. 

Hourly rates increased significantly in the early 1980s, when 
lawyers working on large corporate takeovers learned that their 
counterparts in investment banking had significantly higher in-
comes, and steadily grew from there as pressure mounted to 
enhance profitability.16 The 1,300 annual billable hour target rose 
to 2,000 and above for large firms in major centres, and every 0.1 
was now caught with docketing software. 

Reginald Heber Smith’s system for helping impecunious clients 
became a tool for measuring and growing unprecedented profits. 

T he more things change …
Since the Great Recession of 2008–2009, predictions of 
the death of the billable hour have been growing, cou-

pled with a hope that its demise may lead to a better life for 
lawyers17 – in particular associates, who apparently have the 
“unhappiest job” in America.18 

Support for the billable hour on the client side is indeed fading. 
The 2014 Canadian Lawyer Corporate Counsel Survey reported a 
drop in those using the billable hour as their primary arrange-
ment from 55.2 to 47.3 percent.19 The 2015 survey reported a fur-
ther, if lesser, drop, to 46.8 percent.20 

Will the replacements be any better? AFAs can take various 
forms: contingency fees, reverse contingency fees (based on an 
avoidance of exposure to liability), graduated percentage fees, 
fixed fees and flat fees. But none of these means we will mea-
sure our own productivity any differently. Even if we manage 
to work fewer hours, we will still be assessing how much we are 
able to accomplish in each of them. The billable hour as a pro-
ductivity metric predated billing by the hour and will survive 
the rise of new AFAs. 

It is worth noting that flat fees, fixed fees and percentage 
fees, or variations thereof, were all in use before billing based 
on time spent became the default. Initially, clients liked hourly 
billing because it offered transparency into what the lawyer 
was actually doing to justify the fee being charged. If, several 
decades from now, our clients are again demanding transpar-
ency into the value of AFAs, we may well return to charging 
them using the metric by which we measure our own produc-
tivity: the billable hour.
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